With this small expansion of 8 fish,
your reef harbors even more life!
Can you direct your fish to the corals
whose patterns you are about to score?

SETUP
Set the game up as usual. Then each player takes
2 fish and places them next to his player board.
Any excess fish are returned to the box.

PL AYING THE GAME
The game is played as usual. However, at the very end
of each of your turns (after you have finished performing
action A or B completely), you may move one of your
fish to an orthogonally adjacent space of your player board
(not diagonally).
• I f that fish is still next to your player board, it can
enter your board on any edge space.
• I f there is a coral piece or stack (of any height) on the
space that you move to, put the fish on top of it.
•Y
 our two fish can never be on
the same space.
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Changes to action B
When you play a card, the fish on your player board may
affect you in the following way:
During step

1

When you place your coral pieces, you are not allowed
to place them onto any space/stack with a fish on top.
During step

2

When scoring a pattern, you get 1 additional point for
each fish that sits on any top piece that is part of that
pattern. (So you can get at most 2 additional points if
each of your 2 fish sits on a top piece of the same or
two separate completions of the
scored pattern.)
Example:
Eva plays this card.
After she has placed the yellow
and purple pieces (which cannot
go where her fishes are),
she scores the pattern.

2

4

Within her reef, she has

1x

completed the pattern twice,
giving her 8 points.

Also, since both of her fish are on top
pieces that are part of that scored
pattern, she gets 2 additional points.
If only one of them had been
on a top piece of the scored pattern,
she would have received 1 additional point.

2x

Afterwards, she may move 1 fish to an adjacent space.
Notes:
• W
 hen you score this type of pattern,
it does not matter whether a fish sits on
the center piece or on any surrounding
piece to give you its additional point.
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• F or each hand card whose pattern you score
at the end of the game, your fish count as usual.
(This also applies if your 2 fish sit on two separate
completions of a scored pattern: so you get the
additional 2 points, even though you earn the point
value of the pattern only once.)
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